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Details of Visit:

Author: ShyBoy69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 7 Oct 2010 1800
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07564195066

The Premises:

A grubby old car entrance between a couple of shops in the town centre which led in to a back
court. The flat itself was pretty bare with cases lying over the living room / kitchen floor.

The Lady:

Both girls are fairly attractive, Polish and around the 20 mark with Nicole having shoulder length
blonde hair and signs of a mummy tummy with a possible caesarian scar. Marie was sligtly
plumper, but not fat, with short blonde hair.

The Story:

When I arrived Marie was entertaining another punter in the bedroom so I had to wait. Nicole
seemed to be acting as a madame as she said Marie had only been here a couple of days and she
had more girls coming over.

When Marie was finished she came through and I was asked which one I would like to spend time
with. I am always a bit hesitant if I know a girl has just finished with a client but I quite liked the look
of her. I decided to have both as my thinking was that if I was turned off by Marie I always had
Nicole to play with.

I was led in to the bedroom to undress and shortly after Marie walked in wearing the bog standard
lingerie and fishnets. This was followed by a naked Nicole. I should have realised then that this was
not going to be one of the better sessions as Nicole was chomping on part of her dinner which
made me feel as though I was putting her out.

Nicole proceeded to give me a covered BJ while Marie lay beside me, rubbing my chest and making
some stupid cooing noises. This then led to my mounting Nicole while I played with Marie. During
this time both girls put on the sound effects and touched one another while laughing and talking in
Polish. Maybe it's just me but this is really off-putting. I decided to try Marie and after they changed
the jacket Marie started the BJ with Nicole standing beside me taking her turn to rub my chest. After
a few sucks Marie was getting ready to mount me but by this time I had had enough. I told her just
to carry on with the BJ which led to a quick conclusion.

All in this had taken no more than 15 mins so I still had half my time left but as soon as I shot my
load Nicole left (presumably to finish her dinner) and Marie lay on the opposite side of the bed for a
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minute or two before giving me the heavy hints to get dressed.

I'm all for the free-market and open trade between EU countries but as with football we should be
importing quality rather than quantity. This pair are definetly lower division material.
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